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The holidays are meant to be a time of celebration, rejuvenation, and

reconnection to those we love. The untold truth, however, is that the holidays can

be a time of anxiety, stress and isolation for many in the world. Whether triggered

by increased financial pressure, separation from those we love, or disharmony

within our families and relationships, negative emotional states can be further

exacerbated during the holiday season. 

The cumulative psychological pressures from a seemingly unending global

pandemic have made us even more vulnerable. Despite our desires and good

intentions, it can be hard to navigate the downward spiral caused by

overwhelming stress and anxiety. 

 

While not a cure for everything, music is a great resource for quickly shifting your

mental state and amplifying your joy during the holiday season. Like stress, music

impacts the parts of the brain that process emotions, human connection, and

movement. Music even affects your subconscious mind, home of those pesky

negative thoughts and old stories that fuel the fires of stress. Moreover, music is

always there for you. It's inexpensive, quick-acting and free of negative side

effects.

This season, why not remix your holiday blues with something you already love - 

 your Gift of Music? Following are 7 Ways you can Reduce Stress and Amplify

the Joy during the holidays.

THE GIFT OF MUSIC
 

INTRODUCTION
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Imagine if the sun bolted into the sky each morning like the sudden switching on

of a floodlight, or if every day started with a sonic boom. The animals and plants

would likely enter a state of panic. 

Are you waking to an alarm’s jarring buzzer? Is your clock radio or mobile device

set to a station that may suddenly blare the morning news, jarring you out of a

deep sleep? If so, you may be starting your day by triggering an unwanted stress

response.

To your brain, such an awakening can create a similar neurochemical response to

that of an animal being jarred awake by a life-threatening predator. That’s a bit

counterproductive to a good night’s sleep or the ideal beginning of a stress-free

day. Consider being a little kinder to yourself. 

Waking to a familiar piece of music can ease you into the day like a beautiful

sunrise and start you off in a better mood. While it might not make you leap out

of bed, it could prevent spiking your adrenals and flooding your system with that

toxic neurochemical - cortisol - first thing in the morning. 

The right wake-up music is easy to program if you have a smartphone or clock

radio that allows you to assign a song as your alarm. There are also alarm clocks

that allow you to select more pleasant sounds, like chimes or music, that start

softly and gradually grow louder the longer you take to respond.

Once you are up and moving, fill your room with beautiful and inspiring music.

Create a playlist or CD of music you love, that relaxes and inspires you, and puts

you in the right state of mind. A positive morning-music ritual is a sure way to

start your day in a better mood.

For a sample "Morning Wake Up" playlist we created for Starbucks, to help

people wake up to a happier and healthier day, go to MyPowerPlaylist.com

ONE: Starting Out Right - Rise With Music
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If you want to take the positive effects of music to another level, try singing in

the morning (or all day long, if you’re so inclined). As the quote from Peter Pan

goes, “If you cannot teach me to fly, teach me to sing.” So, take flight with your

soaring voice, either acapella or to a recording. Singing is one of the best ways

to shift the vibrations of your thoughts, clear the morning clouds, and bring new

life to the very cells of your body.

 

When it comes to dealing with stress, singing can help slow and regulate your

breathing and heart rate and promote relaxation. Don’t worry about whether you

are a “good” singer—this is not about performing or putting yourself in another

stressful situation. Just enjoy the feeling of melody moving through you. Sing in

the shower; sing in the car; hum a lullaby before you go to sleep. 

Singing can improve your immunity and be more effective at reducing anxiety

than prescription drugs. Singing with others has been shown to increase the

release of the feel-good neurochemicals dopamine and oxytocin.  

 

You get to choose from the vast menu of songs that lift your spirit. Make a Power

Playlist of songs you love to sing or keep your favorite CDs close at hand. Pay

attention to how different you feel after a few minutes of singing aloud and

make note of the songs that make you feel best so you can return to them when

you need them most. And don’t wait until you’re happy to sing—just sing. In the

wise words of philosopher and psychologist William James: 

“I don’t sing because I’m happy. I’m happy because I sing.”

TWO: Daily Medicine - Sing With Music
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Whether you are a well-versed musician or just beginning to learn how to play an

instrument, spend a few minutes in the morning playing music. Try simple scales

or rudimentary exercises, a favorite song, or something improvisational. Playing

music activates the whole brain, helps you find your center, and lights up those

motor synapses to refuel your engine when you are feeling stuck.

In addition to being fun and a great way to connect with others, playing music

has psychological and physiological healing effects. Be it beating on a drum,

strumming a guitar, or exploring the Black Notes exercise on the piano, playing

has been shown to increase the body’s production of the antibody

Immunoglobulin A, as well as natural killer cells - the cells that attack invading

viruses and boost the immunity system. Like singing and listening to music, playing

can also reduce levels of the undesirable stress hormone cortisol.

 

It is important, however, that you approach your musical playtime with a positive

attitude. Try to avoid making it overly challenging, as this could lead to

frustration, added stress, or negative self-judgment about your skill level. The

point is to PLAY music - to connect to your instrument in a curious and joyful way

so you can let the vibration of the music work its magic. The more you can be

present and truly enjoy the experience, the more it will help keep stress at bay.

THREE: Instrumental Moments - Play With Music
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If you have a daily exercise routine, take music along with you. A morning walk or

run, or even yoga or stretching, can become easier and more enjoyable if you

have music as your personal companion. 

Be sure to choose music that works for you, fits the activity, and will amplify the

effect you are trying to achieve. Motivation and Movement both come from the

same root and music, which engages both the emotional centers of the brain and

motor cortex, provides the perfect mix to get you up and keep you moving.

Movement—whether walking, stretching, yoga, running, or another type of

workout—is also one of the best ways to eliminate built-up tension and lactic

acid that gets trapped in your body, creating stress and disease. Adding music

can enhance the benefits of the movement and amplify the mood shift.

For a great daily routine to manage stress, try what I like to call the 3Ms: Music,

Movement, and Meditation. A good blend of ten to twenty minutes of each on a

daily basis will transform your life.

Put on your DJ hat and create your Power Playlist to rock your run and add

some groove to your moves. Finding the right music to accompany your walk or

workout might take a little trial and error, so try to have fun with the process. You

can even gamify the process. Remember that the underlying theme of both music

and athletics is to play.

FOUR: Emotion In Motion - Move With Music
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I don’t know about you, but one of the quickest ways that I become stressed is

by sitting in gridlocked traffic and worrying that I might be late for an important

appointment or holiday dinner. Add all those shopping crowds and lost tourists

to the mix, and I literally want to come out of my skin. 

Unfortunately, getting stressed doesn’t make the time pass slower nor the traffic

move faster. Because a traffic jam is beyond your control, you must resort to

changing your internal state to avoid or relieve stress. You can always use the

commute time to catch up on the news and your phone calls, but the secluded

environment of the car is the ideal place to practice shifting your mood through

music. If you have a regular commute, it can be a great time to listen to a

variety of music to explore what works best for you or add some new colors to

your musical palette. 

Singing along will take the effect to another level. If you are alone in the car,

you can let your voice sing out without the fear of anyone hearing or judging

you. If you are sharing the ride, encourage your passengers to join you. You

might do this by simply agreeing on some relaxing background music to play

behind your morning dialogue, sharing your favorite new music with one another,

or finding song you all enjoy and singing along together. 

Be sure to stock your car with a collection of your favorite music or have your

tested playlists ready at hand. You can redefine the meaning of ‘traffic jam’ by

using music to help you destress, release tension, get your groove on, and lift

your spirits. 

FIVE: Traffic Jammin' - Commute With Music
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Dancing, and especially dancing to music, is an incredible way to reduce stress

and turn up the joy meter. You receive the combined benefits of physical

exercise and listening to music, all while having fun. Simply add a few cool

moves to your five-minute tune-up, dance around your home or office alone,

dance on the way to your car, or join your partner or a group of friends to dance

out on the town.

 

One great way to build those energizing and de-stressing micro-movement

practices into your busy day is to do what I call a “one-song dancercise.” It will

bring more energy and joy than that second cup of java. According to the New

England Journal of Medicine, dancing even enhances brain function. That’s right,

dancing makes you smarter. One of the best things you can do to improve your

cognitive ability is to dance in rhythm with music.

If the holiday party is getting stale or you’ve been sitting too long eating and

watching football, try changing up the game by putting on some great grooves

and busting some new moves. If people are resistant to joining, start with the

younger kids. They love to move, and they love music.

SIX: Daily Groove - Dance With Music

Takeaway

Dance a few minutes every day to your favorite music to become

happier, healthier and smarter.

Learn some new moves and have fun dancing at home or online with

your friends and family.

1.

2.
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They say our best days start the evening before. One of the biggest contributors

to anxiety and the holiday blues - one that makes us more vulnerable to other

holiday stressors - is a bad night’s sleep. Do yourself and your brain a big favor:

shut down those blue-light-generating, attention-stealing digital devices, turn

down the lights, and put on some relaxing music to prepare yourself for a more

restful slumber. 

There is ample scientific evidence validating the therapeutic use of music to

reduce anxiety, regulate emotional arousal, support the parasympathetic nervous

system, reduce cortisol, improve your mood, and even decrease negative

thoughts - all of which are factors that can impact the quality of your sleep.

No matter how much stress crept into your day, you can choose to write a more

peaceful conclusion to your story. Making that hour before sleep sacred—so you

can slow down your brain, nourish your soul, and prepare yourself for a more

restorative night—is one of the surest ways to reduce stress and help you feel

more refreshed and energized the following day.

Music is a fantastic way to decompress. Although it might not sound like as much

fun as dancing across your boss’s desk, committing to a nightly musical evening

wind-down hour might be the most important step you take for your well-being

and overall energy during the holidays.

SEVEN: Bedtime Stories - Preparing to Sleep
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If you’re feeling stressed and worried, try one or two of the above suggestions.

The key to determining what works best for you is to pay attention to how you

feel before, during, and after you have listened, moved, sung, or played. Note

your mood when you start versus after you are done.

 

Even if you are doing fine but want to amplify your energy and create more joy-

filled moments, choose any one that sounds fun. When you feel better, you do

better; and life feels better with music. What-ever you choose, try it for a few

days to feel the full effect. Start to turn down the stress and amplify the positive

in your life, one day at a time. Whether you include all 7 recommendations into

your routine, pick your favorites, or create your own, I can guarantee you will feel

dramatically different at the end of your day.

For more suggestions, and to learn more about improving your wellbeing,

amplifying your joy, and unleashing your potential, check out the new bestselling

book at AmplifiedBook.com. It is packed with scientifically-validated insights

and practical ways to transform your holidays through the power of music. 

Give yourself and your loved ones the Gift of Music this holiday. 

This book is something truly remarkable to

help us expand our self-awareness, face life’s

challenges, and bring more mindfulness, joy

and creativity to an often rocky journey.

 

- Reader's Review

Happiness is Life With Music

THE GIFT OF MUSIC
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